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To: Jenifer Schneider <jschneid@usf.edu>, Thomas Crisp <crisptho@gmail.com>, "Dennis, Danielle [dennis]"
<Dennis@usf.edu>, James King <jking9@usf.edu>, "Kromrey, Jeffrey [kromrey]" <kromrey@usf.edu>

Greetings all,

The first three documents I have attached are one-page outlines of the methods and the mentor text
literature review and a two-page collection protocol rationale.

These should be sufficient to guide our discussion. However, I also have attached:

the Chairperson's Report from last October, which includes what you asked me to do
the email from the ARC (Applications for Research Compliance) people indicating I do not need to
submit this work for IRB review
the draft of my mentor text literature review, which is still in process but my approach and thinking is
evident

I have not made enough headway on the methods chapter itself to warrant including it here, but the outline is
detailed. 

What is not included is a deeper discussion of theories of editorial cartoons. I am aware I need to include this
material, and I have gathered a number of resources. I'm not sure where I will include this yet, but probably in
a definition of terms in the first chapter or in the methods section. 

My updated CV can be viewed on the Web site I created for this year's annual review -- and I invite you to
browse the site, especially the "Committee of Advisors" page. I created a Web site instead of an electronic
portfolio -- figuring I can then use the site as a tool during employment searches.
http://awanderson.weebly.com/

I look forward to meeting with you tomorrow. Please let me know if any further information would be helpful to
you.

Anne

--
_____
Anne W. Anderson
Literacy Studies
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Avenue  EDU105
Tampa, FL 33620
(813) 974-3460 / Fax (813) 974-0938

We read to know we are not alone. ~ C. S. Lewis
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6 attachments

MethodsOutline.091614.docx
160K

CollectionProtocolRationale.EditorialCartoons.091614.V1.doc
68K

MentorTextsOutline.091614.docx
148K

LiteratureReview.MentorTexts.091014.docx
435K

Anne Anderson Proposal Defense Signed Documents.pdf
98K

RE: eIRB: Comment:Question from Contact Us Page.070314.pdf
120K

Thomas Crisp <crisptho@gmail.com> Wed, Sep 17, 2014 at 10:00 AM
To: Anne Anderson <awanderson@mail.usf.edu>
Cc: Jenifer Schneider <jschneid@usf.edu>, "Dennis, Danielle [dennis]" <Dennis@usf.edu>, James King
<jking9@usf.edu>, "Kromrey, Jeffrey [kromrey]" <kromrey@usf.edu>

Thanks for sending this, Anne--and fantastic website! I may need to hire you to fix mine for me (you have free
time to do that, right?) I especially want to compliment the "Committee of Advisors" tab...what a gorgeous
group of individuals!

Looking forward to this afternoon's chat,
Thomas
[Quoted text hidden]
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